
 

  

For Sale!!!!!! Price: $45.00 
We have a variety of styles, sizes and colors. 

 If interested contact General Manager 352-8563 or gm@ccfandg.org 

MONTANA WEST Concealed Carry Handbags 
 

MW198G                    Made of Vegan leather . 
Silver floral longhorn belt-buckle on the flap with magnetic closure.  
Beautiful cut-out floral. Embellished with rhinestones ,stitch and silver studs. 
A zipper enclosure for the entire purse. A pocket on each side snap close. 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside bag include a zippered pocket & 2 open pockets.  
An open pocket on the back. Metal feet on the bottom for protection and stability  
Double chain handle  13" x 4.5" x 8" (9.5) 

 

MW279D        Tan                                                  Made of PU leather. 
Beautiful cut-out floral on the front. A zipper enclosure on top of the bag 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (9 x 5.5) 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets 
An open pocket on the back.  
Double strap. 15.2" X 5" X 14.5" (Drop 11.5") 

 

MW279D Blk           Made of PU leather. 
Beautiful cut-out floral on the front. A zipper enclosure on top of the bag 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (9 x 5.5) 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets 
An open pocket on the back.  
Double strap. 15.2" X 5" X 14.5" (Drop 11.5") 

 

MW179G                 Made of Vegan leather. 
Embossed croc flap with half moon concho snap closure 
Pocket flap embellished with saddle stitch lacing and antique silver stud 
A zipper enclosure for the entire purse 
Concealed handgun zippered pocket on the back of tote (9.5 x 5.5) 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets  
Patch pocket on the back. 
Double handle 13" X 4.5" X 12" (10) 

 

MW248G BR                                     Made  of  Vegan  leather.  
Antique  silver  longhorn  buckle  on  the  flap  with  magnetic closure 
Embellished   with   silver   studs   and   rhinestones  
Floral tooling background with embroidery pattern  
A zipper enclosure for the entire purse A pocket on each side that snap 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (9 x 5.5) 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket  
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets  
An open pocket on the back. 
Double strap/chain handle 14.5" X 4" X 9" (10") 

 

    

MW223G                 Made of Vegan leather. 
Tooling background with outside pocket on the front 
Diamond shape rhinestones concho on the flap with magnetic closure 
Decorated   with   silver   rivets   studs   and   crystal.  
A zipper enclosure for the entire purse 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (9 x 5.5) 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets 
An  open  pocket  on  the  back.  Double  handle  13.5" X 4" X 12" (10") 

 

MW197G Fringe                  Made of PU leather. 
A turquoise stones concho on the flap that snap close 
Leather fringe and embellished with antique silver studs 
Croc-print on the front pocket and whipstitch details 
A zipper enclosure on top of the bag 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (9 x 5.5) 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets 
An open pocket on the back. Double handle 13" X 3" X 13" (10") 

 

MW283G   Tooled                       Made of PU leather. 
Floral   appliqué   on   the   front.   Tooling   background 
Embellished   with   patina   and   antique   studs 
A   zipper  enclosure   on   the   top   of   the   bag 
A   zippered   pocket   on the back to conceal the handgun (9.5 x 6.5) 
Inside  single  compartment  divided  by  a  medium  zippered  pocket 
Inside  of  bag  include  a  zippered  pocket  and  2  open  pockets 
An  open  pocket  on  the  back 
Metal  feet  on  the  bottom  for  protection  and  stability 
Double  flat  strap/chain  handle  13" x 4.5" x 8.5"  (10.5  Handle) 

 

MW264G  Embroidered            Made of PU leather. 
Colorful floral embroidery on the front 
Embellished with crystals and silver studs 
A zipper enclosure on the top of the bag 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (9.5 x 6.5) 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets  
A pocket on each side that snap close An open pocket on the back 
Metal feet on the bottom for protection and stability  
Double flat strap/chain handle 14.5" x 4.5" x 8.5" (10.5 Handle) 

 

MW286G  Embroidered               Made of PU leather (soft-body). 
Beautiful bright colors floral embroidery 
Embellished with silver studs and crystals and whipstitch details 
A zipper enclosure on top of the bag 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (10.5 x 5.5) 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets  
Metal feet on the bottom for protection and stability 
Double flat strap  14 x 4 x 12 (Drop 11") 

 

US03G                                Made of PU leather.  
American flag design on the flap that snap close 
Stars stamped on the front 
Embellished with silver and antique gold studs and braided details 
A zippered enclosure on the top of the bag 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (9 x 5.5) 
Zippered pocket on inside back & 2 open pockets on the inside front 
Single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
A pocket in each side that snap close 4 studs on the bottom 
Double handle with chain 12.5 x 4 x 8.5 (9" drop) 

 

MW189G                              Made of Vegan leather. Ostrich print 
Silver rancho buckle on the flap with magnetic closure 
Embellished with rhinestones and silver studs 
A zipper enclosure for the entire purse 
A zippered pocket on the back to conceal the handgun (9 x 5.5) 
A pocket on each side snap close. An open pocket on the back 
Inside single compartment divided by a medium zippered pocket 
Inside of bag include a zippered pocket and 2 open pockets  
Metal feet on the bottom for protection and stability  
Double chain handle 12.5" x 4.5" x 8" (9.5) 
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